Noetix® Generator
for Oracle® Discoverer™
Noetix Generator for Oracle Discoverer delivers automated,
cost-effective access to Oracle® E-Business Suite (EBS) data, making
it faster and easier to roll out end user reporting to Discoverer
users. Noetix Generator for Oracle Discoverer configures Discoverer’s End User Layer (EUL) to use NoetixViews®. As a result, report
authors and query users can immediately begin using Oracle
Discoverer to develop reports and queries against their applica-

Configured to Match Your EBS Setup
No two configurations of EBS are the same because NoetixViews
automatically picks up customers’ individual application configuration options such as key and descriptive flexfields, charts of accounts, operating unit and organization setups, security profiles,
and more. As a result, your Noetix generated EUL will reflect the
unique aspects of your EBS implementation.

tion data.

Protects Reports from Oracle Upgrades
Through application upgrades and patches, Oracle often introNoetixViews

duces significant changes to application base tables. NoetixViews
shields reports and queries from these changes by remapping the
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views to the new base tables. Noetix Generator keeps the Discoverer business areas synchronized with NoetixViews, preserving the
linkage between users’ reports and the views.

Populate Noetix Content into Oracle Discoverer

Intuitive Setup and Administration
The Noetix views are grouped by subject area into roles. These

Generate NoetixViews Content into Discoverer EUL

roles generally align with the Oracle EBS applications. Noetix
Generator creates a business area for each role, and folders in the

Normally, to begin using Oracle Discoverer, the EUL must be built,

business areas for each view in the role thus creating an intuitive

a technically challenging and time-consuming process. Noetix

organization of the views for users. By granting a Noetix role to a

Generator automates the EUL creation process. Noetix’s flagship

user, administrators control which business areas they can access,

product, NoetixViews, provides an operational BI reporting model

thus combining the security administration of NoetixViews and

for Oracle EBS and PeopleSoft® Enterprise customers. Noetix-

the Discoverer EUL into a single task.

Views maps thousands of application tables into logical business
views that include complex joins and business-friendly terminolo-

Integration with Oracle E-Business Suite Security

gy. Noetix Generator populates Discoverer business areas with all

NoetixViews and Noetix Generator for Oracle Discoverer support

of the details of NoetixViews.

Applications-mode EULs. When a user runs a report, the Noetix

Real-time Operational Reporting

view enforces the data access privileges of the EBS user, thus
assuring they see data in Discoverer consistent with the data they

Noetix Generator enables direct access to the data in the transac-

access when using EBS. This includes the enforcement of HR secu-

tion system, providing users with the most complete and up-to-

rity profiles, flexfield security rules, and EBS Release 12 Multi-org

date information.

Access Control.
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View and Column Descriptions

Automatic Population of Lookup Values

Noetix Generator populates the EUL with the view and column

Discoverer report authors can add efficient filters to their reports

definitions that come with NoetixViews. This ensures all users

by using specialized Noetix-generated lookup values. With

operate from a common understanding of the purpose and use of

lookup values, users can select from a list of items rather than

each view and its columns.

manually searching for specific values. For example, a user who

Predefined Drills
By predefining the drills, Noetix Generator simplifies navigation

wants to view all invoices for a specific supplier can select from a
list of vendor names.

from one set of information to other related data. Report users

For More Information

can examine summary information and then quickly “drill down”

Discover how to dramatically increase the return on your report-

to see the supporting details.

ing investment and enhance your ability to quickly answer critical

Predefined Joins and View Relationships

business questions: call us toll-free at 866-4NOETIX or visit our
Web site at www.noetix.com.

Noetix Generator builds the joins between related views, enabling
users to build more complex reports that include data from two
or more views.
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